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Background: The HDI is a composite index that measures three basic dimensions —

health, knowledge and income. After some changes in the methodology that have been

made in the past years, today HDI is calculated as the geometric mean of normalized

indices for each of its three dimensions, the health dimension is assessed by the life

expectancy at birth, the education component by the years of schooling and the standard

of living dimension by Gross National Income per capita (GNI p.c.). As for any

composite indicator, its synthetic nature makes HDI both appealing and subject to strong

methodological criticism.

Objectives: The paper synthesised in this abstract illustrates a non-reductionist approach

to composite indicators aimed at communicating the uncertainty that unavoidably arises

when the information about different dimensions is synthesized into a single number. To

this purpose the approach is applied to the Human Development Index.

Methods: Starting from the guidelines for constructing composite indicators elaborated

by the OECD and JRC (Nardo et al., 2008), our proposal is to put the uncertainty analysis

at the centre of both the methodological approach and the substantive analysis. Actually,



rather than building a single composite index (score) for each country, different

normalization and  aggregation rules,  as well as different weighting systems can be

combined to calculate many alternative composites and perform a sensitivity exercise.

Table 1 shows the normalization methods while aggregation was done by using the linear,

geometric, and concave rules (see Table 2). Finally, the weighting system based on the

Benefit-of-the-Doubt was also used. (20% weight to the worst indicator).

Using the dataset available from the HDI website, we built 2256 new composites (11 new

composites plus the HDI + 12 composites for each of the 187 countries).

Table 1: Normalization rules

Name Rule Range

Borda Count (0;1]

Z-score 95% of the
distribution [-1;1]

Min-max [0;1]

Distance from the leader [0;1]

Distance from the average >0

Where
is the normalised indicator for variable q and Country i,

R is the rank, the average,  the standard deviation, min and max respectively the minimum

and the maximum value, of the indicator q across Regions.

Table 2: Aggregation rules

Name Rule

Linear
(arithmetic):

Geometric:

Concave:

where is the normalised indicator for variable q and

Country i, w the weight, h and k parameters

Results: As a result, a frequency distribution of the ranks and a plausible rank range for

each country is obtained. Picture 1 shows the 2256 rankings. The first vertical column

reports the countries, the rows the frequency distribution of their ranking.



The paper argues that a range of plausible rankings, rather than a single ranking, should

be communicated. By combining different possible sensitivity “experiments” (details in

the full paper), we got to the following results (the table is limited to the first 20

countries, the first column reports the HDI rank).

Figure 1. Frequency distributions of the rankings
for each countries: a synthetic snapshot

Table 3: Range of rankings

Our range HDI
rankk

Norway 1 - 2 1
Australia 1 - 2 2
Switzerland 3 - 8 3
Netherlands 3 - 6 4
United States 4 - 15 5
Germany 5 - 8 6
New Zealand 3 - 13 7
Canada 9 - 12 8
Singapore 4 - 21 9
Denmark 8 - 19 10
Ireland 6 - 17 11
Sweden 7 - 15 12
Iceland 8 - 14 13
United Kingdom 13 - 21 14
Hong Kong, China
(SAR)

5 - 23 15
Korea (Republic of) 10 - 20 16
Japan 10 - 19 17
Liechtenstein 8 - 28 18
Israel 14 - 22 19
France 15 - 20 20

Conclusion: This paper reassess the HDI ranking. A first conclusion is that the HDI

ranking is rather robust, which should not surprise given that only three dimensions are

used. A second conclusion is methodological. The approach presented here does

communicate the unavoidable uncertainty coming from aggregation. Hence such an

approach seems a good compromise between the need of synthesis when the analysis

involves many variables and the loss of relevant information that occurs when indicators

are aggregated into a single composite  index.
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